
Dear Harvest Partner,
Carefully read this important message that Neal Frisby wrote. It indicates the time of where we are at:

“The world is entering the twilight of destiny! The hand of providence has a tight grip on the reins and Jesus will bring it to
a proper conclusion at the proper hour!” – “The time ahead will be vitally important concerning world events and
indeed very interesting! We will see fascinating and spellbinding events just ahead.” – “Old waves vanishing, new waves
of change and subtlety approaching! – Also to watch the prophecy concerning Russia, the Mid-East, the Vatican, the Arab,
the Jews – Japan and China, the U.S.A. social structure, plus South and Central America, West Europe. Concerning these
subjects vast changes unparalleled in history are on their way! – They are easing toward us even now!” – “There has never
been a time ahead of us such as the one we will enter! Listen to me very carefully. Concerning prophecy I have foreseen
the destiny and fall of the United States as we know it! – A total new world lies just ahead. – We’ll write one part of this
now!” – “I saw the United States fitting into a world puzzle that it does not belong into; but according to prophecy this is
what is to occur! – Remember as the age closes out, the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy upon His servants!
He is the Bright and Morning Star of fulfillment!”

“During the time we spoke about above will also continue wars, plagues, diseases, earthquakes, famines, terrorism,
economic conditions, drugs, new dimensions in the occult, world churches bring new order and bewitchery, a sell-out of the
power and of the Word of God! – This will riffle from the Vatican on down clear into Pentecost systems! Then all of a sudden
developing before our eyes in clear view is mystery Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots and the Abominations of the
earth! Rev. Chap. 17!” – “The churches will be in delusion and intoxicated with the power and doctrine of Babylon! A
mixture of all types of belief; finally idols and paganism included! – No wonder the world is entering a more sinful and
wicked age! We can already see the luke warmness among the churches!” – “Known now as only a Phantom prince, but he
will rise in reality and guide them to their appointed doom! For prophecy has declared it so in the midst of social woe!”

Note: “Scientists report faults are under Los Angeles! They now see a greater risk of quakes for the whole Los Angeles
area!” – “No wonder destruction will come. In many areas of California they have places where satanism is accepted! They
actually call upon satan and worship him! They include children and young people into the delusion!” – “One young girl gave
her testimony where she was forced into bestiality and all kinds of sexual acts with cult leaders along with other bizarre
rituals and etc.!” (This was given over TV news.) – “Of course witchcraft and satanism is spreading all over the United
States! California has always had its share of evils and of course it is the capital of motion pictures, which has degraded the
United States and the rest of the world! . . . Also there are fault lines under Los Angeles and San Francisco and these
plates are moving! Pressure is building up each day and soon a great convulsion will take place! The pleasure dens will
be buried and the great lights snapped out! . . . And the ocean shall receive the residue!”

“We are in the presence of a turning point in human affairs so immense that people do not perceive it! This includes many
events that will soon take place! Time will reveal to us the shadow of things to come! World leaders are going to bring
vast changes as society is entering a turning point! The time curve that I foresaw! . . . Also our nation is about to change
leaders! Whether we will receive this year the leader that I saw coming is still unclear at this time! But we do see the
formation taking place! The exact time was never given to me. . . My opinion is that it is near . . . but know that such a leader
that I spoke of will appear in the appointed time! Wherein we have seen the first part of the prophecy already taking place!”

“We have seen great and unprecedented changes already, but events are going to shake the very foundations of
society! In fact profoundly alter the nature of man’s survival! I foresee developments in the future that will absolutely turn
around everything that’s in its path heading into a new direction! A vision of a new world order is now being promoted in
secret by a select group! This along with other events will merge into the apocalyptic event of the Great Tribulation!” End
quote.

This month I am releasing a wonderful book called “The Book of Revelation Numbers.” – We want to do all we can to
send this message out to the Elect and witness to as many as we can before the Lord returns. I appreciate all that you do. I
will be remembering you in prayer.

Your Brother in Christ,
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